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An injector for LIA, composed of six accelerator 

mcdules, with cold cathode diode and voltage of 1.5W 

is described briefly. The design information and pre- 

liminary test results of the accelerator module con- 

taining 14 ferrite toroids are presented.The plates of 

cavity voltage of 350 KV with 90 ns FWHM and prepulse 

voltage are given. The reset current and other factors 

affecting the cavity voltage are discussed. Futher im- 

provement of the module is under way. 

Introduct ion 

The Linear Induction Accelerator, capable of acce- 

lerating indense beam to high energy, has extensively 

been used in many research fields [l], [2]. Interested 

in the unique characteristics of this kind of accel- 

erators,we have designed an injector for LIA and built 

an accelerator module. 

The injector with cold cathode diode, canposed of 

six modules, has been designed to generate 3 KA elect- 

ron beam with 60 ns FWHM at 1.5 MV. The preliminary 

tests on the accelerator module have been cqleted 

and a 350 KV cavity voltage with 90 ns FWHM was obta- 

ined. 

Accelerator Module Design 

Six accelerator modules munted in tandem are used 

as the power of the injector to generate 1.5 MV volt- 

age accross the diode, so each one must provide 250 KV 

when beam current there is. As well known, besides the 

ballast loads, the beam current and charging power 

(Blumlein), the cavity voltage is determined by the 

quantity of ferrite toroids loaded in the cavity. The 

design goal for the accelerator module is to generate 

a 360KV with 90ns EWHM and risetime less than 30ns whe 

absence of the beam current. 

The module shown in Fig.1, contains 14 ferrite to- 
raids with demznsion 254mn I.D. 580~~1 O.D,and 25mn th- 

ick.The specifications of those toroids are as follows: 

the saturation flux BS is about 4000 Gauss with 10 
Oersted drive,the remanent flux By is about 2900 Gauss 
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Fig.1 Accelerator Cavity 

following a 10 Oersted drive and coercive force H, is 

about 0.5 Oersted.The pulse tests of single and multi- 

ple ferrite toroids have demonstrated that the availa- 

ble flux change is closer to double the saturated flux 

[3], the flux changeA#of each module,therefore,is 30 

-36 mv set, capable of supporting a 400 KV voltage for 

90ns.For better high voltage standoff,the ferrite cor- 

es are imnexsed in transfontxx oil and seperated each 

other by a gap of 3mn.The accelerating gap width is 45 

mn and a glaskyd insulator ring is used to seperate th- 

oil-filled part from vacuum. The ballast loads made of 

the copper sulphate electrolytic columns can be adjust- 

ed between 15-25 Ohm. Water filled Bllrmlein with a ch 

aracteristic impedance of 10.8 Ohn and electric length 

of 90ns, are charged by Marx generator, and its output 

is fed via two transmission lines to the induction 

cavity. They are long enough to provide a transit timz 

insolation of 90ns drive pulse and each one's iqedan- 

ce is 21.6 Ohm. The ferrite toroids are reseted by ch- 

arging current fraction of Blumlein inner line. 

Preliminary Results 

The accelerator module shown in Fig.2,has prirnari- 

ly been tested and some preliminary results has been 

obtained. The Blumlein output voltage Ua (t) and the 

accelerator cavity voltage Ua (t) shown in Fig. 3A and 

38, respectively are measured by resistive divider and 

capacitor probe. It can be seen from Fig.3 that the Uq 

(t) is 35OKV and the rate of U,(t)/U,(t) is about 1.3. 

The latter corresponds with voltage reflectance calcu- 
lated frcm ballast resistance (20 Ohm), and character- 

istic impedance of Blumlein. 
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Fig.2 Accelerator Module Configuration 

Fig.4 Prepulse Voltage 

15KV/div 500ns/div 

iuleanwhile, the operating point of the ferrite core 

can be also estimated from its reset current Ir(t) and 

exciting current Is(t) as following: 

Fig.3A Blmlein Output Voltage 

Measured with Resistor 

Divider 105KV/div 20ns/div 

Fig.3B Accelerator Cavity Voltage 

Upper: Measured with Capacitive 

Probe 145KV/div 20ns/div 

Lower: Measured with Resistor 

Divider 175KV/div 20ns/div 

The prepulse voltage Up(t) shown in Fig.4 is meas- 

ured at the ballast resistance during Bltiein is be- 

ing charged. The magnetic density of reset in ferrite 

cores calculated from 

t 

B=108 I Up(t)dt/S-BT. 
0 

where S is the total cross section of the cores, indi- 

cates that the ferrite core has saturated. 

where I,(t) and I@(t) are respectively the charging 

current and discharging current of Bl~ein before and 

after the switch triggered, RLis ballast resistance 

Both calculation and experiments have proven that the 

ferrite core has not completely saturated. It's possi- 

ble to get a 400KV or even more accelerating voltage 

when the ferrite core saturated. Further +ests are 

under way. 
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